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Total time

70 mins
Age range

9–14 years

Subject

Lesson preparation

Geography, Citizenship, Creative literacy, Presentation skills,
Community involvement

• The classroom environment should be organized to
promote discussion and collaborative group work with
groupings of chairs in circles or around tables
• Video and audio equipment will be needed for the video
presentation
• Printed Food Heroes worksheets (one per student)
(Appendix A)
• Printed Global Goals grid posters (Appendix B)
• Printed What’s on My Plate? posters (Appendix C)
• Printed Self-assessment questionnaires (Appendix E)
• Printed My Pledge worksheets (Appendix F)
• Writing and drawing materials for Appendix A
• Flipcharts or A3 papers for group discussion
• Printed and signed certificates (one per student)

Learning outcome
Students will:
• Understand that their actions can affect the Global Goals,
specifically with food waste
• Evaluate how the food they eat has global effects
• Use creative literacy to engage action on reducing food
waste
• Create a plan to reduce food waste in their own lives
• Summarize and share steps to help others reduce food
waste in their lives

Key vocabulary
Sustainability, Development, Global Goals, Food waste,
Surplus food, Responsible consumption
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Food Heroes lesson plan
Essential
question

How can I support the Global Goals
with a pledge to minimize food waste?

5

Step 1: Introduction

mins

Welcome students to the class and tell them that today you are going to talk about food. Present the Appendix A
worksheet to the class, and ask students to draw their meal on a plate. It can be their favorite meal, any regular or
typical meal in the country. Ask them to think about the origin of the food and its packaging.
Ask them why, in their opinion, food is going to be the topic of the lesson. Listen to several assumptions from the
class. Don’t explain the right answer or the main topic of the lesson yet.

10
mins

Step 2: Introducing the Global Goals
Present the Sustainable Development Goals by showing students the printed poster (Appendix B). Describe the
work of the United Nations, and explain how the world came together to set these 17 goals as a universal call to
action to end poverty, protect the planet, and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity by the year 2030.
Share how the UN and the world are working actively to meet this set agenda.
Alternatively or additionally, show the video introduced by Malala Yousafzai (https://vimeo.com/138852758) or
Serena Williams (https://vimeo.com/137728737) that introduces the Global Goals in a child-friendly way.
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Step 3: Connecting the Global Goals to everyday life

mins

With conceptual understandings of the Sustainable Development Goals established, now emphasize to students that,
regardless of age or place on the planet, every person has a part to play in reaching the goals. And that they too are
key and have the power to make a significant difference.
Remind students that there are many ways each person can work to help achieve the Global Goals by 2030, but ask
them if there is one daily practice that everyone around the world does that could have an impact on multiple goals.
Take suggestions before revealing that this is the daily act of eating, the topic for this lesson – that is, the area of food
sustainability, everything from world food systems to the food on our plates.
Introduce Global Goals Food Project video (https://vimeo.com/220663067). Share with students the definition of
waste, and discuss where they see waste in their everyday life. Alternatively, you can show a Global Citizen’s video
clip about food waste (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1-pKWOt2yM), which shows the food-waste impact on
our planet in a more fun way.
Present the What’s on My Plate? poster (Appendix C) to trigger thoughts on the big impact that daily eating has on
the planet. Give a couple of facts of your choosing from Appendix D to support your speech along with some global
statistics. Once the idea of waste on a personal level is understood, emphasize the need for waste reduction on a
global scale and how children can have an impact locally and in their own homes.
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15
mins

Step 4: Self-assessment
Tell students that now they will be able to assess themselves and their own eating habits to better understand
how as individuals they can influence the world’s food issues and make an impact on the Global Goals.
Present the Self-assessment questionnaire (Appendix E), and give students 10 minutes to fill in the questions.
Explain that they need to give objective judgments and be fair while marking their answers.
After they are done, ask two to three students to share their results with the rest of the class. Ask them about
their attitude to food now. Do they think that food matters to the planet? Do they understand now how they
can make a change with something as ordinary as food on their plates?

20

Step 5: Group discussion

mins

Tell students that now that they acknowledge the problem, it is time to find ways to fix it. Divide them into
groups of four to five people, and ask them to discuss in groups what actions at a minimum, everyone can take
in order to waste less food. Hand out flipcharts and markers to write down all the ideas that come to mind.
Tell students that the tips they propose can work for any areas: their homes, school canteen or even eating out
at cafes.
Once they have their lists of tips, ask each group to share them with the rest of the class. If you find many tips
or ideas missing, present the list of 32 tips (https://www.globalcitizen.org/en/content/tips-for-reducing-foodwaste/) to complement the learning activity.
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Step 6: Conclusion

mins

To conclude, revisit and sum up all the daily activities. Introduce Appendix F and ask students to leave their
pledges and the top three things they promise to do from now on to minimize food waste.
Invite students to consider their courses of action and challenge them to share their commitment to the
Global Goals with family and friends. With pledges declared, tell all students that they are Official Food
Heroes and may carry on their good work. Hand out Food Heroes certificates, and fill in the names of all
students.
If it is possible to meet again, agree with your class a point in time at which you will revisit their pledges
and review their progress.
Once the lesson is complete, take a group picture and upload it to the World’s Largest Lesson Map online.
In order to do it, go to the website https://worldslargestlesson.globalgoals.org/Food, click the “Become Part of
the Story” button in the top right corner, sign up, and fill out a short form with your picture,
location and short description of the lesson. In the field “I am taking part in the World’s Largest Lesson
thanks to...” choose Feed the Planet (Worldchefs, Electrolux, AIESEC).
To inspire the ongoing work you can also share some global best practice activities undertaken by
children to reduce food waste, such as the Global Challenge Compass video (https://www.dropbox.com/
sh/1ksqs9q717j01xe/
AABdS88t5v7CmnD0muVkEsDBa/Videos_All?dl=0&lst=&preview=GlobalChallengeCompassIntSchoolDoha_
Rayyan.mp4).
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Optional activities
Tell students that now it is time to bring the lesson into real life, ensuring continuity and further learning.
Discuss the appropriate challenge for the group, should they choose to accept one of the following:
a)

Track the food on the plates in their home for one week, including food consumed versus food 		
wasted as a percentage, creating a picture each day. Then propose a family meeting at which they will
discuss the possible ways to reduce the waste in the household. Students bring the results into
school with data, pictures that can be used for plotting graphs, creating presentations and sharing best
practices.

b)

Work as a class to track how much food is wasted for five days. The students calculate how much is
wasted over the week and figure out how many people this could have fed. This information is shared
back to the rest of the school to bring awareness.
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Credits and authors
Credits and sources
International Society for Technology in Education (2016). ISTE Standards for Students. Eugene, Oregon:
International Society for Technology in Education.
National Council for the Social Studies (2010). National Curriculum Standards for Social Studies:
A Framework for Teaching, Learning, and Assessment. Silver Spring, MD: NCSS.
National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers. (2010).
Common Core State Standards (CCSS). Washington, D.C.: National Governors Association Center for Best Practices,
Council of Chief State School Officers.
NGSS Lead States (2013). Next Generation Science Standards: For States, By States. Washington, DC:
The National Academies Press.
United Nations General Assembly (2015). Transforming Our World. The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. NY,
NY: United Nations.

About the authors
This lesson has been produced as a collaboration between the representatives of AIESEC, Electrolux Food Foundation
and Worldchefs in alignment with the World’s Largest Lesson, Project Everyone.
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Appendix A: Food Heroes worksheet
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Appendix B: Global Goals grid poster
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Appendix C: What’s on My Plate? poster
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Appendix D: What’s on My Plate? poster supplement
While presenting the What’s on My Plate? poster, share a couple of facts of your choice from the statements below.
These facts are aimed to visualize how global and massive the problem is and how food habits can be the key to
worsen or reduce the negative impact on the planet.
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Appendix E: Self-assessment survey
Now it is time to fill out a questionnaire that will help you understand and grasp your own impact on the planet.
Try to be fair even if you don’t like your answer. In the end, you will be able to make your own judgments on
whether you need to change anything in your eating habits.
Find the questions below and give each question a relevant score.
This links to
goal number(s)...

Which of the faces do you have most of?

1. How many items on your plate contain fast food?
0

1

2+

2. How many items of plastic packaging were the ingredients
of your meal wrapped in?
0

1

2+

3. How much food was thrown away from your plate?
Nothing thrown away

1–2 spoonfuls

3+ spoonfuls

4. How many items on your plate come from your own country?
All items

Some items

No items

5. Were the people who took the food from farm to plate
treated fairly?
Yes, I’m sure they were
Yes, but I’m only sure about one stage in the food journey
I can’t be sure

Follow this key to calculate your overall score and color in the circle.

Total Score

Mostly
Equally high

3

and

Equal number of
Equally high

2

and

or mostly

and

Mostly

or

2

2

2

2

2

3
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Appendix F: My Pledge worksheet

I AM A FOOD HERO
My name is

Class

Why I believe food matters for the planet….

“

					

...#WorldsLargestLesson”

My top three steps to take from today onward to minimize food waste:

1.

2.

3.
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